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Abstract

We describe a multi-resolution approach for audio classification and illustrate its application to the open data set for environmental sound classification. The proposed approach utilizes a multi-resolution based ensemble consisting of targeted feature extraction of approximation (coarse scale) and detail (fine scale) portions of the signal under the action of multiple transforms. This is paired with an automatic machine learning engine for algorithm and parameter selection and the LSTM algorithm, capable of mapping several sequences of features to a predicted class membership probability distribution. Initial results show an improvement in multi-class classification accuracy.

1 Introduction

In many applications such as emotion detection, it is necessary to classify an audio signal into one of $N$ available categories. In the case of the open dataset for environmental sound classification [10] which we make use of, 10 categories of files are present with 40 files in each category: 001 - Dog bark, 002 - Rain, 003 - Sea waves, 004 - Baby cry, 005 - Clock tick, 006 - Person sneeze, 007 - Helicopter, 008 - Chainsaw, 009 - Rooster, 010 - Fire crackling. The classic problem of classification consists of splitting up the whole set (of 400 audio files) into a training and testing set, training a classifier, and classifying the files in the testing set, whose true labels have been removed. This is accomplished by collecting a set of features from the training set, normalizing (so all feature values fall in the same range), and passing on the feature table along with the class numbers (labels) to a single classifier for training. The classifier is trained based on a selected algorithm and its associate hyper-parameters as chosen by the user. An alternate approach uses an ensemble of several classifiers (based on different machine learning algorithms or similar algorithms with different hyper-parameter sets). Labels on the testing set are then assigned either based on a single classifier or on e.g., the mode prediction as given by multiple trained classifiers.

In this article, we present a multi-classifier ensemble approach where different classifiers are trained on a multi-resolution analysis (MRA) representation of the audio signals [5], obtained by inverting just the detail and just the approximation coefficients obtained from a set of wavelet transforms for each audio signal. MRA for classification has been described previously via projections [8], or application of wavelet transforms to the feature sets [11]. A similar approach is described in [2]. In this article, we explicitly present the detail and approximation constructions (reconstructions at different scales) and utilize the LSTM algorithm on the resulting feature sets, taking as input all representation sequences for training. We combine this with an ensemble of classifiers for each scale representation, obtained from an auto-ml implementation.
The crux of the idea is illustrated in Figure 1 below, where a model is decomposed into coarse and fine parts. With the same logic, we can break the audio signal into different scales and compare different parts individually to corresponding parts of different audio waveforms. If we take \( p \) basis \( W_1, \ldots, W_p \), then corresponding to original audio signal \( s \), we can obtain the transformation \( [w_a, w_d] = W_i s \), where \( w_d \) are the detail wavelet coefficients and \( w_a \) are the approximation coefficients. Depending on the number of levels of the transform we perform, we can further sub-divide \( w_d \) into several different scales. Following this logic and lumping all the detail coefficients together, we can form the approximation and detail portions of the audio signal \( s \) via the computations

\[
a_{s_i} = W_i^{-1}[w_a; 0], \quad d_{s_i} = W_i^{-1}[0; w_d].
\]  

(1.1)

A classification may be easier to do over finer scales than the coarser ones, or vice versa. We train a separate classifier for each feature set corresponding to the original signal \( s \) and the pairs \( a_{s_i}, d_{s_i} \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, p \). The resulting \( p + 1 \) classifiers are then used in an ensemble to yield a prediction (based for example, on the per-class probabilities given by each classifier).

Figure 1: Example of model decomposition into different representations, based on a two level wavelet transform. First row: original model, numbers of approximation and detail coefficients. Bottom row: reconstructions due only to inverse transform of approximation and individual sets of detail coefficients.

2 Data preparation and audio feature extraction

We now describe the data preparation and feature extraction steps. In particular, we summarize the features we extract for each of the \( p + 1 \) representations (data sets) we obtain for each audio signal \( s \). The first data set consists of the \( R \) audio waveforms comprising the training samples. (In the results we present below, we subdivided 320/80 for training and testing portions). For the next sets we obtain either the approximation or detail portions, according to relations (1.1). This can be accomplished in Python using the following code sequence with the Python-Wavelets package, where \( y \) is a vector holding the audio waveform data:

```python
dobj = pywt.Wavelet(transform_name);
cA4, cD4, cD3, cD2, cD1 = pywt.wavedec(y, dbobj, mode='constant', level=4)
coeffs = pywt.wavedec(y, transform_name, level=4); if(approx_portion == 1):
    coeffs[1]=np.zeros(len(coeffs[1]))
    coeffs[2]=np.zeros(len(coeffs[2]))
    coeffs[3]=np.zeros(len(coeffs[3]))
    coeffs[4]=np.zeros(len(coeffs[4]))
```
```python
def _else_:
    coeffs[0] = np.zeros(len(coeffs[0]))

y = pywt.waverec(coeffs, transform_name);
```

The approxportion flag controls whether the approximation or detail portion of the signal is computed. Features can then be extracted from the reconstructed $y$ vector. The features we use are standard for audio analysis and classification work and slightly different features may yield better or worse results. We seek to extract features from an audio waveform as plotted in Figure 2. In order to perform feature extraction, we can make use of various openly available software. In Python, the librosa package (https://librosa.github.io/) provides good audio processing functionality and can return the value of many relevant parameters. In addition, the waveform can be analyzed as a time series. Packages such as tsfresh (https://pypi.python.org/pypi/tsfresh) allow for efficient feature extraction. Finally, for pitch and beat detection, we make use of the https://aubio.org/ library.

In this report, we analyze the application of the discussed MRA scheme to, applied to the excellent ESC-10 data set [10] (https://github.com/karoldvl/ESC-10,https://github.com/karoldvl/ESC-50). In Figure 3, we plot some examples of features used in [9]. In particular, we plot the distribution of the so called MFCC (mel-frequency cepstral) coefficients related to the short term power spectrum of a sound and ZCR values (zero crossing rate of a signal, the rate at which values change sign with time). The use of these and similar features is widely discussed in earlier sound classification works, see (e.g. [4], [6]). On the ESC-10 data set, the use of MFCC (mean and std deviation for first 10 coefficients) and the ZCR features results for a base algorithm like k nearest neighbors (KNN) in around 60% accuracy. On the other hand, humans can score around 90% on such classification tasks.

As is well known, the inclusion of many features may act to increase approximate linear dependence and not help in improving classification results. Instead, a good targeted rate of about 50 important features which are expected to vary from one class of audio signals to another, across a few fundamental categories (audio, spectral, time series), provide a good identification footprint. Below, we list the features we have extracted and the reasoning behind them.

- MFCC coefficients and ZCR values. Time-frequency representation features heavily used in audio classification work.

![Figure 2: Sample waveform wav file](image)

![Figure 3: Feature extraction for the ESC-10 data set [10].](image)
• Spectral features (spectral centroid, rolloff, tonal centroid). Various measures associated with the spectrogram (visual representation of frequency spectrum of the waveform as a function of time).
• RMSE of signal frames and tempo. Associated with aspects such as variations in loudness of one's voice.
• Beat information (tempo, onset times). Associated with e.g. speed and pauses in speech.
• Pitch information, the perceived height of musical notes. Particularly, streak lengths of high pitch are measured.
• Wavelet representation statistics in smooth and sharp basis, such as the norms of approximation and detail coefficients.
• Several statistics extracted from the time series: mean second derivative, longest streak above the mean, kurtosis, mean auto-correlation, time reversal asymmetry statistic.

The above statistics represent a good mix of features related to an audio signal, its spectrum, and to its representation as a time series. The inclusion of a few more statistics is plausible, for example some features based on dynamic time warping may aid in classification. The above parameters can take a range of different values. Simple rescaling is done according to the formula \( \frac{x - \bar{x}}{\max(x) - \min(x)} \), with \( \bar{x} \) the mean of \( x \) for each column of the resulting feature matrix. This formula is applied for each column of the resulting feature matrix (the set of the same parameter values over all audio frames). This way, all values of parameters occur on the interval \((0, 1)\) so that no feature is weighed significantly more than another during classification (unless of course, one may want some features to weigh more than others, in which case custom scaling may be plausible). It should be noted that the rescaling factors are often saved, so that new audio files which need to be classified can undergo feature extraction and then rescaling with the same factors.

With the MRA approach, redundancy is possible. That is, if two wavelet basis used are similar to one another (e.g. both correspond to smoothing filters of similar type) the feature sets for each audio signal will be similar and approximate linear dependence will result. To check, it is enough to append all the feature matrices into a single matrix and observe the rate of decay of the corresponding singular values. While the decay is expected to be nonlinear, the dropoff should be modest enough such that several sets of features are of significance. Combining our 9 feature sets side by side, the singular value drop off is shown in Figure 4. We

![Figure 4: Singular values of appended mega matrix for all feature sets.](image)

have under 50 features per set, with slightly more features extracted from the untransformed data. As expected with this scheme, we observe a good degree of linear dependence, following the first 3-4 sets. It’s likely possible to choose more distinct transformation bases to reduce linear dependence and further improve the classification results.
3 Per class analysis with KNN

In Figure 5 below, we plot the average accuracy of the simple k nearest neighbors algorithm (with $k = 12$) over 150 randomly shuffled instances of the data set with the training portion set to 320 out of 400. The overall avg accuracy and per class results are plotted in Figure 5 below. We obtain about 71.6% average accuracy over 150 trials. In the same figure, we have also plotted the average accuracy per class. We can see that certain classes are harder to classify than others. For example, the avg success rate for class 5 - ‘clock tick’, was low. Next, we analyze the per class avg accuracy for the approximation and detail representations corresponding to 4 wavelet bases: Haar, DB4, Bior 3.9, Rev Bior 3.9. These 4 bases are frequently employed in signal processing and are designed to capture different portions of the signal (e.g. Haar for sharper features and DB4 for coarser level features). We take transforms with respect to the four bases and invert back only keeping either the approximation coefficients or the detail coefficients to be nonzero. This then results in 8 additional representations of each audio signal (complementing the original) from which we can extract features. We take exactly the same subset of training and testing portions for each set to produce the results in Figure 6, where we plot the per-class accuracy as given by classifiers derived from each of the 8 wavelet based signal representations.

![Figure 5: Average accuracy of KNN method (k=12) by class as recorded for random 320/80 train/test splits over multiple runs.](image)

The overall classification accuracy obtained via the transformed data in Figure 6 is worse than on the untransformed data in Figure 5. On the other hand, certain classes are better resolved by the transformed data. As an example, the inverse transformed data of the detail coefficients of the rbio3.9 wavelet (reverse-biorthogonal family), lends itself slightly better to class 5, which still remains ill-resolved by most representations. However, the results suggest that an ensemble method consisting of classification results obtained for the original and transformed representations would yield better performance over all classes.

4 Auto-ml and LSTM approach with MRA ensemble method

We now discuss the results of our preliminary implementation of the MRA approach using Long Short Term Memory Networks (LSTM) in Python using the Keras library (https://keras.io/) and the the Weka library (http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/) and associated auto-weka tools (https://www.cs.ubc.ca/labs/beta/Projects/autoweka/) in Java. The source code to replicate the results reported here can be found at: https://github.com/sergeyvoronin/multi_resolution_classification. To perform classification, we may either choose a single method such as e.g. the Multi-Layer Perceptron and its associated parameter values (number of layers, learning rate, etc) to use for each training / testing set consisting of 400 audio signals $s$ and their associated approximate and detail representations $a_i, d_i$; or, we can utilize an automatic machine learning approach, which by use of Cross validation over each training set we supply, finds a particular...
algorithm and a set of hyper-parameters which optimize a defined performance metric [12]. The auto-weka package consistently gives solid performance, provided enough time and memory resources are allocated for its use. This can be controlled in Java via a set of parameters. For example, the following code snippet will run the auto-ml code for 10 mins on the supplied training set and build a suitable classifier:

```java
AutoWEKAClassifier awc = new AutoWEKAClassifier();
awc.setTimeLimit(10);
awc.buildClassifier(train);
```

The performance of the ensemble method depends on how we choose to combine the results of different classifiers, trained (in our case) on one of the nine training sets, corresponding to the same file ordering. A simple approach is to take the mode of the nine predictions for each element of the test set. A different approach is to utilize the per-class probabilities outputted by the Weka based auto-weka classifier. In addition to outputting the predicted class, the per class probabilities are obtained from the calls:

```java
double label = awc.classifyInstance(test.instance(i));
double[] prob = awc.distributionForInstance(test.instance(i));
```

We can utilize this information to get a mean probability for each class, out of the 9 available classifiers. Then the output label would simply be the class name corresponding to the highest mean probability. Finally, we can also take some hybrid approach, where we only combine predictions that match a given lower bound probability for the predicted class (i.e. 60%). To supplement the above approach, we can apply the long short-term memory (LSTM) algorithm to the MRA representations [3]. LSTM is a recurrent neural network that can learn to classify a sequence of inputs, rather than individual inputs (see Figure 7). Although it accepts the sequence one input
at a time, it is able to remember relevant information from the inputs, in order to make a classification decision. Information is stored in specialized memory neurons, and their activity is modulated by gate neurons. The input gates determine the extent to which the current input should be stored in memory; the forget gates determine how much memory is retained between time steps (allowing unnecessary memory contents to be cleared), and finally, the output gate modulates the effect of memory upon the current output. In turn, the operation of the gates is affected by the memory contents (dashed arrows from the memory layer to the gate layers). While it is common for the sequence to be temporal in nature (e.g., each input is a set of measurements taken at some time), we can similarly apply LSTM to MRA data, by treating each representation as an input, and thus providing a sequence of resolutions/scales. LSTM MRA based classification can easily be implemented in Python with the Keras library. The construction proceeds by concatenating sequences of features (from the untransformed signal and 8 transformed sets, corresponding to the approximation and detail portions under the transformations we consider) for each audio signal (separately for the training and testing sets):

```python
def seq = [np.array(unt_rows[i]), np.array(wav1ap_rows[i]), np.array(wav1dl_rows[i]), np.array(wav2ap_rows[i]), np.array(wav2dl_rows[i]), np.array(wav3ap_rows[i]), np.array(wav3dl_rows[i]), np.array(wav4ap_rows[i]), np.array(wav4dl_rows[i])]; X.append(seq);
```

This results in two three dimensional tensors (for testing and training). For example, with our split our tensors have the dimensions Xtr: (320, 9, 53) and Xtest: (80, 9, 53) where the dimensions reflect the number of samples (audio files) in each set, number of sequences, and number of features in each sequence. The class labels (for training and testing sets) must be transformed to categorical matrix form (a sparse matrix with a single one in each row, corresponding to the label). This can be accomplished as follows:

```python
ytr_cat = to_categorical(ytr-1, num_classes=10)
ytest_cat = to_categorical(ytest-1, num_classes=10)
```

where the labels assigned are in the range 0 to 9 for the 10 classes. An LSTM model is then built with a variable number of hidden layers. Different settings can be attempted. As an example, we may use the softmax activation function and categorical cross entropy loss (objective score) which is attempted to be minimized during training:

```python
model = Sequential()
model.add(LSTM(80, return_sequences=True, input_shape=(9, 53)))
model.add(LSTM(80, return_sequences=True))
model.add(LSTM(80))
model.add(Dense(10, activation='softmax'))
model.compile(optimizer='rmsprop',
loss='categorical_crossentropy',
metrics=['accuracy'])
```

Then we can fit the model and get predictions by taking the argmax of each output sequence for each member of the testing set:

```python
model.fit(Xtr, ytr_cat, epochs=200, shuffle=False)
yhat = model.predict(Xtest, verbose=0)
```
for i in range(0, len(yhat)):
    max_ind = np.argmax(yhat[i]) + 1;
    printf("prediction = %d\n", max_ind)
    printf("actual = %d\n", ytest[i])

Below, we show the results for using a mode predictor which takes into account predictions of the auto-weka classifiers for the 9 sets and separately the results for the LSTM classifier. The LSTM results can be combined together with the auto-weka predictors, if desired. This can be done by either combining the overall predictions into a list and taking the mode (as per results below), or taking the probabilities for each class outputted via the softmax activation of LSTM, together with the weka probabilities, used to form the mean probabilities for each class. It’s possible to take a weighted mean, assigning different weights to e.g. the probabilities distribution generated for the original signal representation or via LSTM. We give results below for different approaches based on a 320/80 training testing sample split. As reported in [9], 5-fold cross-validation (CV) results for the ESC-10 data set range from 66.7% for KNN to 72.7% for the random forest ensemble. Relatively advanced mixture techniques [1] quote better results. Our baseline MRA approach gives good results with a relatively simple implementation.

We now describe the different methods whose results are compared below. The MP approach uses a basic multi-layer perceptron scheme to train the classifier on the untransformed signal feature set. The MRA LSTM approach uses the LSTM algorithm to give predictions based on the 9 feature sequences. The auto-ml approach uses the auto-weka library to train a classifier on each of the 9 feature sets and uses the mode predictor. The ensemble approach combines the predictions of LSTM and auto-weka for each testing sample and takes the mode. Plots of the confusion matrices for the MLP approach (one algorithm on default signal features) and for the MRA ensemble approach with auto-weka and LSTM are given in Figure 8 for the 320/80 split. Better classification performance is observed for the MRA ensemble approach, in terms of both accuracy over all classes and falsepositive numbers per class (the confusion matrix for MRA has less significant off diagonal terms).

![Confusion matrix plots for single algorithm (MLP) and auto-weka on default signal representation and MRA ensemble approach with auto-weka and LSTM.](image)

Figure 8: Confusion matrix plots for single algorithm (MLP) and auto-weka on default signal representation and MRA ensemble approach with auto-weka and LSTM.

Figure 9, we plot the average accuracy over a 320/80 split (recorded over 5 runs) for a Multi-Layer Perceptron, MRA LSTM, MRA auto-ml, and MRA ensemble approaches. We observe significant accuracy improvements with the MRA approach.

5 Conclusion

We have summarized a simple multi-resolution approach useful for audio file classification which takes advantage of the simple observation that signals (like images) may be best compared based on a combination of fine and coarse scale features they possess. The approach can readily take advantage of recent machine learning advances: in particular LSTM and auto-ml approaches are well suited for the ensemble formation. The approach has been
tested on the open ESC-10 data set and shown to yield good results. The techniques summarized would also be useful for image and video classification tasks.
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